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There are users who, even after using a finely working desktop email application like Microsoft
Outlook feel the need to import Outlook PST to Lotus Notes which shows that either Outlook lacks
something or Lotus Notes email client has something that is missing in Outlook or it's simply the
situation that is forcing you to make a move towards Lotus Notes mail client. There are times when
the users have taken the final decision of moving from Outlook to Notes but are not sure about the
type of tool that they must use for carrying out the procedure and hence, this segment provides you
one of the best ways of testing the reliability level of an application program before making
investments on it.

According To Experts

Not only many technical articles but also many technical experts suggest the spectators to choose a
tool that comes with the provision of freeware demo version because the high number of software
solutions available in the software market tend to confuse the users as to which software application
is beneficial and safe to be used as most of them have similar types of functionalities and
conversion procedure but only a few software companies or it should be said as only the reliable
software developing companies have the courage of showing their true side to the users before the
software is completely sold.Read more: http://www.psttonsfconversion.com/transfer-outlook-files-to-
lotusnotes.html

What An Ideal Demo Version Offers?

An ideal trial version of the software that is designed to import Outlook PST to Lotus Notes must
allow the users to perform certain functionalities, like the ones mentioned below:

I.	A demo version is a true copy of the full version of the respective software application but, comes
with some sort of limitations as part of the demonstration procedure hence; make sure that the
demonstration is not just of the software but also of its working procedure.

II.	Ensure that the demo version which you are going to download comes for free because some of
the companies that are unreliable to be associated with; provide demo version but with hidden costs
that makes it impossible for users to get illustration of the software working without investment.

III.	A genuine Outlook to Notes software demo version would let you preview at the most halfway
procedure of conversion so that you get an idea about the operational speed, reliability, and ease of
the software on a prior note.

Outlook To Notes: The Outlook to Notes software application is designed with the ability of serving
the users with a reliable and complete process to import Outlook PST to Lotus Notes and to ensure
the same it also provisions the users with a freeware version that illustrates the software working
prior purchase.
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Stephen Charles - About Author:
The organization has always been building a superior range of software solutions that also includes
the tool to a import Outlook PST to Lotus Notes mailbox i.e. the Outlook to Notes software
application.
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